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Macros allow you to repeat a block of code with changes. This is especially useful for if you want to change a couple of code values or write a loop. Macro Example 1: @ECHO off @REM macro MyMacro setlocal ENABLEDELAYEDEXPANSION for /f "tokens=1,2 delims=: " %%a in ('echo %1') do ( set "line=%%a\|%%b" ) echo/!line! endlocal
@REM macro MyMacro MyMacro UserName|password Line 1 is the block of code that you want to change. Line 2 is the code in the block that you want to change. Line 3 is the original block of code and line 4 is the modified code. This can be used for changing the format of the photo caption and also for changing how many photo captions you can have

on one page. Once you have created a macro you can use the macro like this: @REM macro MyMacro for /f "tokens=1,2 delims=: " %%a in ('echo %1') do ( set "line=%%a\|%%b" ) echo/!line! endlocal @REM macro MyMacro MyMacro UserName|password @REM macro MyMacro for /f "tokens=1,2 delims=: " %%a in ('echo %1') do ( set
"line=%%a\|%%b" ) echo/!line! endlocal @REM macro MyMacro MyMacro UserName|password Just be sure to save the macro to a file then type in the file name followed by @REM after creating the macro. This command will load your macro in to memory. If you want to load the macro to your current session instead of in memory use the ECHO

macro. This can be done by running the following command @REM theFile.mcrl. Full.Net Library Specification: -- Copyright (c) 2012, Sam Imports System Imports System.IO Imports System.Text Imports System.Collections.Generic Imports System.Linq 77a5ca646e
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What's New in the Flickr.Net?

This was a.Net Library for accessing the Flickr API. Written entirely in C# it can be accessed from with any.Net language in.Net Framework 1.1,.Net Framework 2.0,.Net Compact Framework 2.0 and Mono. It included a number of classes to perform various actions. The API Library includes classes to retrieve images from a Flickr set or stream. The Class
include classes for retrieving image information, setting the title, date                                                                                                                             &
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System Requirements:

If you have further questions, please contact us by e-mail. O2 Micro Center is proud to be a part of the AGA Forums. We are one of the few places who are able to provide this kind of service. To buy a copy of Reign of Assassins, please visit www.o2micro.com/reign vRoms are for virtualization purposes only.
--------------------------------------------------------- Roono A. Aton Agent 001 Reign of Assassins Greetings
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